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Overview

T his paper describes how smart applica-

tions from multiple domains can partic-

ipate in the creation of Data Spaces based 

on FIWARE software Building Blocks. Smart ap-

plications participating in such Data Spaces share 

Digital Twin data in real-time using a common 

standard API like NGSI-LD and relying on stand-

ard data models. Each smart solution contributes 

to build a complete Digital Twin data representa-

tion of the real world sharing their data. At the 

same time, they can exploit data shared by other 

applications. Relying on FIWARE Data Market-

place components, smart applications can publish 

data under concrete terms and conditions which 

include pricing or data usage/access policies.

A federated cloud infrastructure and mecha-

nisms supporting data sovereignty and trust are 

necessary to create Data Spaces. However, ad-

ditional elements have to be added to ease the 

creation of data value chains and the material-

ization of a data economy. Standard APIs, com-

bined with standard data models, are crucial to 

support effective data exchange enabling loose 

coupling between parties as well as reusability 

and replaceability of data resources and appli-

cations. Similarly, Data Spaces need to incorpo-

rate mechanisms for publication, discovery and 

trading of data resources. These are elements 

that FIWARE implements and can be combined 

with architecture elements like the IDS Connec-

tor proposed by IDSA or iSHARE Satellite tech-

nology to create Data Spaces supporting trusted 

and effective data sharing.

The alignment of FIWARE Building Blocks 

for Data Spaces with Connecting Europe Facil-

ity Building Blocks is essential when consider-

ing creation of Data Spaces in Europe. FIWARE 

mature technologies, integrated with IDS Con-

nector technologies can contribute to accelerate 

materialization of GAIA-X, a project started in 

2020 aimed at creating a federated form of data 

infrastructure in Europe that strengthens the 

ability to both access and share data securely 

and confidently.

Overview
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1. Introduction to FIWARE

1 Introduction to FIWARE

FIWARE was created with the ultimate goal of 

creating an open sustainable ecosystem around 

public, royalty-free and implementation-driven 

software platform standards easing the develop-

ment of smart solutions and supporting organiza-

tions in their transition into smart organizations. 

From a technical perspective, FIWARE brings a 

curated framework of Open Source software com-

ponents which can be assembled together and 

combined with other third-party platform com-

ponents to build platforms easing the develop-

ment of smart solutions and smart organizations 

in multiple application domains: cities, manu-

facturing, utilities, agrifood, etc. Since creation 

of the FIWARE Foundation in late 2016, a vibrant 

FIWARE Community has been formed with a true 

worldwide dimension, comprising more than 90 

member organizations, including large corpora-

tions, SMEs, technology centres and universities, 

and hundreds of individual members. Parallel to 

this growth the number of organizations adopting 

FIWARE has not stopped increasing.

Figure 1 - Current member 

organizations in the 

FIWARE Community
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1. Introduction to FIWARE

Any software architecture “powered by FI-

WARE” gravitates around management of a 

Digital Twin data representation of the real 

world. This Digital Twin data representation 

is built based on information gathered from 

many different sources, including sensors, 

cameras, information systems, social net-

works, end users through mobile devices, etc. 

It is constantly maintained and accessible in 

near real-time (“right-time” is the term also 

often used, reflecting that the interval be-

tween the instants of time at which some data 

is gathered and made accessible is enough 

short to allow a proper reaction). Applications 

constantly process and analyze this data (not 

only current values but also history generated 

over time) in order to automate certain tasks or 

bring support to smart decisions by end users. 

The collection of all Digital Twins modelling 

the real world that is managed is also referred 

to as Context and the data associated with at-

tributes of Digital Twins is also referred to as 

context information.

In FIWARE, a Digital Twin is an entity which 

digitally represents a real-world physical asset 

(e.g. a bus in a city, a milling machine in a facto-

ry) or a concept (e.g., a weather forecast, a prod-

uct order). Each Digital Twin:

 •  is universally identified with a URI (Universal 

Resource Identifier),

 •  belongs to a well-known type (e.g., the Bus 

type, of the Room type) also universally iden-

tified by a URI, and

 •  is characterized by several attributes which in 

turn are classified as:

 •  properties holding data (e.g., the “current 

speed” of a Bus, or “max temperature” in 

a Room) or

 •  relationships, each holding a URI identi-

fying another Digital Twin entity the given 

entity is linked to (e.g., the concrete Build-

ing where a concrete Room is located).

Attributes of a Digital Twin may vary ranging 

from attributes that are quite static (e.g., the “li-

cense plate” of a Bus), to attributes that change 

very dynamically (e.g., the “speed” or “number 

of passengers” in a Bus) to attributes which still 

change but not that often (e.g., the “driver” in a Bus 

which may change twice a day). Very important, the 

attributes of a Digital Twin are not only limited to 

observable data but also inferred data. Thus, for 

example, the Digital Twin of a Street may not only 

have an attribute “current traffic”, which may be 

automatically measured through sensors or camer-

as, but an attribute “forecasted traffic in 30 min-

utes” which might be calculated based on AI algo-

rithms that keep the value of this attribute updated 

based on current traffic data, other relevant data 

impacting traffic (e.g., current weather observed 

and forecasted, schedule of events nearby, etc) and 

historical information about traffic in the given 

street. Therefore, the Digital Twin data representa-

tion of the world that is managed in a “powered by 

FIWARE” architecture is expected to contain all the 

information needed by smart applications, not only 

measurable data but also other augmented insights 

and knowledge acquired over time.

A Digital Twin approach provides the basis for 

data integration at different levels, as illustrated 

in Figure 2:

 •  Within a vertical Smart Solution, solving how 

main Building Blocks within the architecture 

can be integrated;.

 •  Within a Smart Organization, bringing sup-

port to the integration of the different sys-
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tems within a smart organization following a 

system of systems approach;

 •  Within a Smart Data Space, establishing the 

basic “common lingua” that systems linked 

to the different organizations speak and un-

derstand.

Two critical elements need to be standardized 

in order to support an effective data integration 

at these three levels: the API to get access to 

Digital Twin data and the data models describing 

the attributes and semantics associated with the 

different types of Digital Twins being considered. 

The FIWARE Community has driven and contin-

ues to drive standardization at both fronts:

 •  The NGSI API provides a simple yet power-

ful RESTful API for getting access to context 

/ Digital Twin data. NGSI API specifications 

have evolved over time driven by feedback 

from developers and implementation ex-

periences. A first mature version of the API 

was the NGSIv2 API, which was defined by 

members of the FIWARE Community and is 

currently used in many systems in produc-

tion within multiple sectors. Evolution of the 

API has taken place within the ETSI ISG CIM 

(Context Information Management Industry 

Specification Group), where members of the 

FIWARE Community and the FIWARE Foun-

dation have led the definition of an evolved 

version of the API, known as the NGSI-LD API, 

whose specifications were first published by 

ETSI in 2019 and continue to evolve. The NG-

SI-LD API is used as the data integration API 

and is implemented by the core component of 

any “powered by FIWARE” architecture: the 

so-called Context Broker component. Differ-

ent alternative Open Source implementations 

of a Context Broker are available within the 

FIWARE Community, namely the Orion-LD, 

Scorpio and Stellio products.

 •  The Smart Data Models initiative (website, 

github), launched by the FIWARE Foundation, 

provides a library of Data Models described in 

Figure 2 - Levels of Integration supported following a Digital Twin approach
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JSON/JSON-LD format which are compatible 

respectively with the NGSIv2/NGSI-LD APIs 

or would be useful for defining other REST-

ful interfaces for accessing Digital Twin data. 

Data models published under the initiative 

are compatible with schema.org and comply 

with other existing de-facto sectoral stand-

ards when they exist. They solve one major 

issue developers are facing, that is the fact 

that a given data model specification may be 

mapped into JSON/JSON-LD in many different 

ways, all of them valid. Thanks to the Smart 

Data Models initiative, developers can rely on 

concrete mappings into JSON/JSON-LD, com-

patible with the NGSIv2/NGSI-LD APIs, that 

are made available within this library, avoid-

ing interoperability problems derived from 

alternative mappings. Since its creation, more 

than 500 data models have been published 

and the number of organizations contributing 

data model descriptions is constantly grow-

ing. Relevant organizations like TM Forum, 

OASC or IUDX are joining forces with the FI-

WARE Foundation bringing support to an open 

governance model for the initiative, following 

best Open Source practices.

Building around the FIWARE Context Broker, 

which is the core mandatory component in any 

“powered by FIWARE” architecture, a rich set of 

complementary open-source components are 

available listed as part of the FIWARE Catalogue. 

These components can be classified in the fol-

lowing categories or chapters:

 •  components easing development of interfac-

es with the Internet of Things, Robotic and 

third-party systems;

 •  components supporting context / Digital Twin 

data processing and monitoring or the con-

nection with data processing engines (e.g., 

Apache Spark, Apache Flink), monitoring 

tools (e.g., Grafana) and analysis platforms 

(e.g., Apache Superset);

 •  components covering aspects related to Iden-

tity and Access Management (IAM) as well as 

Publication and Monetization of Data (includ-

ing data accessible via APIs like NGSI-LD).

Figure 3 depicts the reference architecture of a 

vertical smart solution powered by FIWARE. The 

concrete example corresponds to a smart solu-

tion for picking and palletizing products from a 

warehouse using robots. This reference architec-

ture is structured in essentially three layers:

 •  A Context Broker component is at the core 

of the architecture, keeping a Digital Twin 

representation of the real world objects and 

concepts relevant to the specific problem 

tackled: AGV robots, palletizer robots, shelf 

sections where products are stored in the 

warehouse, automatic doors AGV robots have 

to pass, operators in the shopfloor, items of 

stored products, orders generated from the 

CRM system, etc.

 •  Southbound to the Context Broker, the NGSI 

IoT Agents, available as part of the FIWARE 

IDAS framework, are used for connections 

to robotic systems exporting the OPC-UA 

IoT protocol or to specific sensors or actua-

tors, used for example to detect items in shelf 

sections or to be able to open the shop floor 

doors. They perform the necessary conver-

sions between IoT protocols and NGSI. In ad-

dition, System Adapters developed based on 

the IDAS Agent library cope with the connec-

tion to the CRM and the Warehouse Invento-

ry Management system that the solution has 

to interface with. FIWARE components like 

FIWARE for Data Spaces
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FIROS/SOSS allow, on the other hand, to per-

form the adaptation to robotic systems based 

on ROS/ROS2. Last but not least, the FIWARE 

component Kurento is able to process the vid-

eo streams of cameras deployed in the shop 

floor, which are helpful to detect potential ob-

stacles or risky situations.

 •  Northbound to the Context Broker, a number 

of tools are targeted to support real-time big 

data processing of the streams of history data 

generated as context / Digital Twin informa-

tion evolves over time. A combination of Open 

Source components from third party products 

(Apache Superset, Grafana) and FIWARE (e.g., 

Wirecloud) are shown in the picture targeted 

to support the creation of operational dash-

boards and advanced data maps for monitor-

ing processes. A number of FIWARE Data Con-

nectors (Cygnus, Draco, Cosmos, STH Comet, 

QuantumLeap) are available as part of FIWARE 

to facilitate transference of historic context / 

Digital Twin information to these tools.

Transversal to all these layers, a number of 

FIWARE components support Identity and Ac-

cess Management (e.g., Keyrock, API Umbrel-

la, AuthZForce). They control the flow of data 

across the different layers. With regards to the 

Figure 3 - Smart Solution for Picking and Palletizing products from a warehouse
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access to the Context Broker, they enforce the 

policies establishing what users can update, 

query or subscribe to changes on context / Dig-

ital Twin data. Note that the flow of data is not 

only south to north in the picture. Northbound 

applications can perform updates on context 

data, which in turn will trigger changes in the 

devices, robots or systems that are connected 

southbound.

An important point to highlight is that FI-

WARE is not about taking it all or nothing. You 

are not forced to use all the complementary FI-

WARE components mentioned above but you 

are free to use other third party platform com-

ponents as well to design the hybrid platform of 

your choice. Thus, for example, you may opt for 

using a concrete IoT platform instead of IDAS IoT 

Agents to interface with sensors and actuators 

as reflected in the picture. As long as it uses the 

FIWARE Context Broker technology to manage 

context information, your platform can be labe-

led as “powered by FIWARE” and solutions built 

on top as well.

Figure 4 depicts the reference architecture 

of a smart city powered by FIWARE. Again, the 

Context Broker component is at the core of the 

architecture, holding a Digital Twin representa-

tion of the real world objects and concepts and 

describing what is going on in the city: streets, 

waste bins and containers, waste trucks, bus-

es, electric vehicle chargers, buildings, events, 

citizen claims, etc. The different vertical smart 

solutions deployed in the city (e.g., Air Qual-

ity Monitoring, Smart Traffic Management, 

Smart Parking, Smart Waste Management) are 

connected to the Context Broker contributing 

that information they manage which is rel-

evant for creating a holistic Context / Digital 

Figure 4 - Smart City Reference Architecture
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Twin representation of the whole City, thereby 

breaking the information silos. Some of these 

vertical smart solutions may be powered by FI-

WARE (e.g., Traffic Control and Waste Manage-

ment systems in the figure) in which case their 

interface with the global city-level Context Bro-

ker does not require any adaptation. Others may 

not be powered by FIWARE but this doesn’t rep-

resent a major problem because creation of NGSI 

system adapters which translate from whatever 

API those systems export to NGSI-LD has proven 

not to be difficult. Last but not least, the City may 

deploy sensor/camera infrastructures through 

which valuable data is extracted.

Exploiting the complete Context / Digital 

Twin representation of the City, the Smart City 

Governance System (or City Operation Center) 

can be developed. Real-time BigData process-

ing tools can be used relying on data coming 

from multiple sources, extracting more valua-

ble insights for the support of decisions. Sim-

ilarly, monitoring tools can leverage this ho-

listic Context / Digital Twin representation of 

the City.

So far, we have described in more detail how 

FIWARE components can be used to achieve the 

two first levels of data integration using a Dig-

ital Twin approach (see Figure 2). Within the 

next section, we will elaborate on how FIWARE 

also helps to achieve the third level of data in-

tegration, linked to the creation of Data Spaces 

as a natural extension of the first two. Actual-

ly, in figure 4, part of the Context / Digital Twin 

data representation of the city can be made 

available to Data Spaces, published through 

Data Marketplaces.

FIWARE for Data Spaces
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2 FIWARE and Data Spaces

A Data Space can be defined as a decentral-

ized data ecosystem built around commonly 

agreed Building Blocks enabling an effective 

and trusted sharing of data among participants. 

From a technical perspective, a number of tech-

nology Building Blocks are required ensuring:

 •  Data interoperability. Data Spaces should 

provide a solid framework for an efficient 

exchange of data among participants, sup-

porting full decoupling of data providers and 

consumers. This requires the adoption of a 

“common lingua” every participant uses, 

materialized in the adoption of common APIs 

for the data exchange, and the definition of 

common data models. Common mechanisms 

for traceability of data exchange transactions 

and data provenance, are also required.

 •  Data sovereignty and trust. Data Spaces 

should bring technical means for guarantee-

ing that participants in a Data Space can trust 

each other and exercise sovereignty over data 

they share. This requires the adoption of com-

mon standards for managing the identity of 

participants, the verification of their truthful-

ness and the enforcement of policies agreed 

upon data access and usage control.

 •  Data value creation. Data Spaces should pro-

vide support for the creation of multi-sided 

markets where participants can generate val-

ue out of sharing data (i.e., creating data value 

chains). This requires the adoption of common 

mechanisms enabling the definition of terms 

and conditions (including pricing) linked to 

data offerings, the publication and discovery of 

such offerings and the management of all the 

necessary steps supporting the lifecycle of con-

tracts that are established when a given partic-

ipant acquires the rights to access and use data.

Besides the adoption of a common technology 

foundation, Data Spaces also require governance, 

that is the adoption of a number of business, op-

erational and organizational agreements among 

participants. Business agreements, for example, 

specify what kind of terms and conditions can 

regulate the sharing of data between participants 

and the legal framework supporting contracts 

established through the Data Space. Operational 

agreements, on the other hand, regulate policies 

that have to be enforced during Data Space op-

eration like, for example, compliance with GDPR 

(General Data Protection Regulation) or the 2nd 

Payment Services Directive (PSD2) in the finance 

sector. They may also comprise the definition of 

tools that operators of cloud infrastructures or 

global services supporting Data Spaces must im-

plement, enabling auditing of certain processes 

or the adoption of cyber-security practices. Last 

but not least, organizational agreements estab-

lish the governance bodies (very much like ICANN 

for the Internet). They deal with the identifica-

tion of concrete specifications that products im-

plementing technology Building Blocks in a Data 

Space should comply with, as well as the busi-

ness and operational agreements to be adopted. 

The complete taxonomy of Building Blocks re-

quired for creating Data Spaces is illustrated in 

Figure 5. This same taxonomy of building blocks 

is also described in the Open DEI White Paper on 

Design Principles for Data Spaces.

FIWARE for Data Spaces
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Sharing of data within a given Data Space should 

not be limited to a single domain. This would se-

verely limit the creation of new innovative servic-

es since individuals and organizations usually act 

in multiple domains at the same time and many 

opportunities will flourish when data generated 

within organizations operating in certain domain 

(management of traffic in cities, for example) is 

shared for its exploitation in processes relevant 

to other domains (continuing with the example, 

logistics). Therefore, technology Building Blocks 

for Data Spaces must be domain-agnostic. On 

the other hand, they should rely on open stand-

ards, allowing multiple infrastructure and glob-

al service providers to emerge and support Data 

Spaces, without getting locked by any particular 

provider. Given this, while making things work in 

living labs and pilots is relatively easy, the main 

challenge towards definition of successful Data 

Spaces is the decision of what concrete stand-

ards and design principles are adopted, since they 

have to be accepted by all participants.

The following sections elaborate on the different 

components FIWARE brings materializing the dif-

ferent technical Building Blocks required for crea-

tion of Data Spaces. The i4Trust initiative is creating 

a curated framework based on these components 

that will be available for creation of Data Spaces and 

pioneers experiments during the period 2021-2023.

2.1

DATA INTEROPERABILITY BUILDING BLOCKS

Data providers joining Data Spaces must be 

able to publish data resources at well defined 

endpoints knowing that data consumers, a priori 

unknown to them, will know how to retrieve and 

Figure 5 - Building Blocks in a Data Space
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consume data through those endpoints. Data 

consumers, on the other hand, must know how 

data available through endpoints they discover 

can be consumed. This is a key principle which 

was observed in the design of the world wide 

web: content providers publish web pages on web 

servers (endpoints) knowing that web browsers 

will be able to connect to them and retrieve web 

pages whose content they can render and display 

to end users. It means that all participants in 

Data Spaces should ‘speak the same language’, 

which translates into adopting domain-agnostic 

common APIs and security schemas for data ex-

change (the way of constructing sentences) to-

gether with data models represented in data for-

mats compatible with those APIs (the vocabulary 

used in constructed sentences).

The NGSI API is domain-agnostic. Actually, 

many different systems have been developed us-

ing NGSI in domains such as Smart Cities, Smart 

Manufacturing, Smart Energy, Smart Water, 

Smart AgriFood, Smart Ports, or Smart Health, to 

mention a few. This facilitates data sharing be-

cause each system participating in a Data Space 

will be publishing data that simply enriches a 

Digital Twin data representation of the world 

that the rest of systems connecting to the Data 

Space will know how to access. Systems partic-

ipating into the Data Space don’t know a priori 

what other systems may consume the data they 

publish (although they will be able to set up con-

crete terms and conditions for accessing/using 

data as we will explain in the next section).

Figure 6 illustrates how different systems par-

ticipating in Data Spaces “powered by FIWARE” 

will exchange data. Context Broker servers are 

the endpoints through which systems connect-

ed to the Data Space publish Digital Twin data, 

very much like web servers publish html con-

tent on the world wide web. Those systems can 

in turn connect to Context Broker servers in or-

der to obtain information they need. Note that 

Data Spaces powered by FIWARE enable near 

real-time (right-time) exchange of Digital Twin 

data which is fundamental in the design of in-

novative value chains demanding a very dynamic 

exchange of data among participants. Just think 

about scenarios like a city managing traffic lights 

in streets close to a given train station in order to 

facilitate that travelers arriving and taking a taxi 

can leave faster to their destinations. NGSI-LD 

brings very simple and therefore easy to use op-

erations for creating, updating and consuming 

context / Digital Twin data but also more power-

ful operations like sophisticated queries, includ-

ing geo-queries, or the subscription to get noti-

fied on changes of Digital Twin entities. On the 

other hand, Data Spaces “powered by FIWARE” 

can also support the exchange of large files using 

standard file transfer protocols, since this kind 

of file transfer may be required for certain sce-

narios like training of AI algorithms.

Note that systems participating in Data Spaces 

“powered by FIWARE” do not need to be them-

selves “powered by FIWARE”. Systems which 

have not been architected using FIWARE can still 

use the NGSI API to share data they produce and 

consume data they need in the form of data as-

sociated with attributes of Digital Twin entities 

which represent that part of the world they deal 

with. This can be done directly by the systems or 

through NGSI system adapters which have been 

programmed to perform a conversion between 

NGSI and the API that the system natively sup-

ports for managing data.
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From a theoretical perspective, systems con-

nected to a Data Space should be able to share 

data using the API they prefer. The specification 

(information model) of each API could be pub-

lished as some kind of manifesto that certain 

components, integrated as part of the platform 

that systems should use to connect to the Data 

Space, can dynamically process in order to per-

form an automated adaptation from/to the APIs. 

However, such an approach faces important 

challenges. In the first place, such an approach 

has only been demonstrated in very simple sce-

narios and involving very simple APIs. Thus, the 

ability to exploit the kind of sophisticated fea-

tures NGSI-LD would support for accessing Digi-

tal Twin data will be rather limited. On the other 

hand, creating a “common lingua” has proven to 

work for creating the kind of ecosystems we pur-

sue: we shall ask ourselves if the world wide web 

had experienced the speed on adoption reached 

if HTTP and HTML hadn’t been adopted as “com-

mon lingua” for web servers and browsers and 

each web server had the ability to choose a dif-

ferent protocol (as opposed to HTTP) or a dif-

ferent document format (as opposed to HTML). 

NGSI-LD has the advantages of being an open 

standard (defined by ETSI), has a strong Open 

Source community behind (FIWARE) and, quite 

relevant within Europe, it will pave the way for 

alignment with developments in the Connecting 

Europe Facility (CEF) program. Creation of sys-

tem adapters that transform from specific APIs 

a given system may still require to use from/to 

NGSI-LD has proven to be not a complex task.

As mentioned before, the NGSI-LD API is do-

main-agnostic, therefore it is designed to work 

for any type of Digital Twin. Consequently, 

achieving full interoperability requires also the 

adoption of common data models to be represent-

ed in formats compatible with the APi. Here, the 

Smart Data Models initiative, already introduced 

Figure 6 - Data Exchange in a Data Space “powered by FIWARE”
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in a previous section, reaches great relevance. It 

brings a powerful resource for developers who 

can rely on the way data model specifications are 

mapped into concrete JSON and JSON-LD struc-

tures under the initiative, compatible with NG-

SIv2 and NGSI-LD respectively.

Figure 7 illustrates how resources are organ-

ized within the Smart Data Models initiative on 

GitHub. Data Models are grouped into “subjects” 

(weather, parking, aquaculture, etc) which in 

turn are referred to from repositories associat-

ed with the multiple application domains be-

ing considered (Smart Cities, Smart AgriFood, 

Smart Manufacturing, Smart Water, Smart En-

ergy, etc). Note that there are subjects which are 

very specific to a given application domain (e.g., 

“street lighting” with regards to smart cities and 

communities) while others may be relevant to 

multiple domains (e.g., “weather” that is rele-

vant to almost every domain or “sewage” that is 

relevant to the Smart Cities and Smart Water do-

mains). Published data models are open to con-

tributions and royalty-free.

An open governance model has been defined 

for the Smart Data Models initiative defining the 

lifecycle of data models comprising incubation of 

brand new data models as well as curation of data 

models via harmonization of different contribu-

tions. Processes and procedures for management 

of the different activities follow best practices 

from Open Source communities, guided by prin-

ciples of transparency and meritocracy.

Completing the picture of Building Blocks for 

Data Interoperability, FIWARE brings compo-

nents which provide the means for tracing and 

tracking in the process of data provision and 

data consumption/use. It provides the basis for 

a number of important functions, from identifi-

cation of the provenance of data to audit-proof 

Figure 7 - Smart Data Models organization on GitHub
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logging of NGSI-LD transactions. For those Data 

Spaces with strong requirements on transparen-

cy and certification, FIWARE brings components 

(i.e., Canis Major) that ease recording of trans-

action logs into different Distributed Ledgers / 

Blockchains.

2.2

DATA SOVEREIGNTY AND TRUST BUILDING BLOCKS

Data Spaces must provide means for guaran-

teeing organizations joining Data Spaces that 

they can trust the other participants and that 

they will be able to exercise sovereignty on their 

data. That requires the definition of common 

Building Blocks, based on mature security stand-

ards that will be used by all participants in the 

Data Space.

A first fundamental building block to support 

within Data Spaces has to do with Identity Man-

agement (IM). This building block allows iden-

tification, authentication, and authorization of 

organizations, individuals, machines and other 

actors participating in a Data Space. While this 

building block can be implemented on the ba-

sis of third party Open Source technologies like 

KeyCloak, just to mention one popular example, 

FIWARE brings the Keyrock component which 

supports OpenIdConnect, SAML 2.0 and OAuth2 

standards. Quite relevant for Data Spaces de-

ployed in Europe, Keyrock also resolves inte-

gration with eIDAS, a building block provided 

by the European Commission that enables the 

mutual recognition of national electronic iden-

tification schemes (eID) across borders, allow-

ing European citizens to use their national eIDs 

when accessing online services from other Eu-

ropean countries.

A second fundamental building block will be 

the one which facilitates trusted data exchange 

among participants, providing certainty that 

participants involved in the data exchange are 

who they claim to be, and that they comply with 

defined rules/agreements. Trust refers to the 

fact that data providers and data consumers can 

rely on the identity of the members of the data 

ecosystem and beyond that, between different 

security domains. Here, IDS Connector technol-

ogy, as described in the IDS Reference Architec-

ture Model (RAM) emerges as a solid basis and 

the FIWARE Community has incubated an Open 

Source implementation of this technology that 

has already been tested on how it can integrate 

with the rest of core FIWARE components.

Figure 8 illustrates how an AI service provider 

application and an AI service consumer applica-

tion, each hosted in different organizations and 

participating in a common Data Space “powered 

by FIWARE”, may interact with each other. It 

shows the role of components that are part of the 

incubated FIWARE IDS Connector implementa-

tion and their integration with other FIWARE 

components. The AI service provided can be an 

advanced traffic prediction service while the AI 

service consumer application might be a traffic 

management system running in a given city. The 
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AI service consumer wishes to incorporate near 

real-time traffic predictions based on current 

traffic levels measured through IoT sensors de-

ployed in the streets. The Context Broker com-

ponent running on the consumer application 

sends notifications based on updates on attribute 

“current traffic” of a given street. These updates 

are notified to the AI service where the value is 

processed in real-time applying AI algorithms 

(e.g. using Apache Spark). The predicted traffic 

in about 30 minutes is calculated (generating, for 

example, values “low”, ”medium” or ”high”) 

and the value of attribute “traffic in 30 minutes” 

of the given street is updated if changes occur.

In FIWARE, the implementation of IDS Con-

nectors comes closely linked to the deployment 

of Kubernetes clusters. In this respect, the im-

plementation of the concept of IDS connectors 

would not be limited to the implementation of 

the procedures used to exchange data among IDS 

connectors but also the monitoring and control 

of what is deployed in the associated clusters 

(e.g., guaranteeing that only certified compo-

nents/applications are deployed) as well as the 

control of the flow of data within the cluster, en-

suring enforcement of data access/usage control 

policies. For this last purpose, the usage of prod-

ucts supporting service mesh concepts like Istio 

are essential. In figure 8, such components are 

identified as “traffic routers”.

In the IDS RAM, identity and access/usage 

control is currently performed at organization 

level. The Certification Authority (CA) and Dy-

namic Attribute Provisioning Service (DAPS) 

are in charge of verifying that organizations ex-

changing data are known and trustworthy. The 

IDS Connectors ensure that data exchanges are 

authorized at organization level. In figure 8, for 

example, the FIWARE IDS Connector running at 

the AI service consumer side ensures that when 

an IoT agent updates context / Digital Twin at-

tributes on the local Context Broker (1) forward-

ing of updates (2) are sent out only to authorized 

organizations like the AI service provider in this 

Figure 8 - Integration of FIWARE IAM and IDS Connector functionalities
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example. The FIWARE IDS Connector running 

at the service provider side will in turn verify 

that the organization from which updates are 

received is a trusted party and is authorized to 

make such updates to be then forwarded through 

the FIWARE Cosmos component to Spark where 

AI algorithms for traffic prediction purposes run. 

Similarly, when updates on the Context Broker 

deployed at the consumer side are invoked from 

the AI algorithms (3), the FIWARE IDS connec-

tor at the AI service provider side verifies that 

only requests authorized to be transmitted will 

be sent out. The FIWARE IDS connector at the AI 

consumer side verifies that the update request 

received comes from a trusted and authorized 

organization. All these verifications take place 

relying on the global CA+DAPS services of the 

Data Space.

On top of this authentication and data ac-

cess/usage control procedures, performed at 

organization level via IDS Connectors, FIWARE 

security components enable an additional and 

finer grained authentication and access con-

trol at the end user level. Therefore, coming 

back to Figure 8, notifications received at the AI 

service provider side, same as update requests 

handled at the AI service consumer application 

side carry additional security tokens (namely, 

Json Web Tokens - JWT) linked to users on be-

half of which those notifications/requests have 

been issued. The API proxy components, both 

at the consumer and on the provider side, val-

idate those tokens and obtain the info associ-

ated with the corresponding users relying on 

standard Identity Provider services supported 

by the FIWARE Keyrock component. For man-

aging access control, a standard XACML process 

is implemented. The API proxy plays the role 

of the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) and the 

FIWARE AuthZForce component, also alterna-

tively Keyrock, implements the Policy Decision 

Point (PDP) functionality. That means that the 

proxy forwards user info of the particular user 

together with information about the concrete 

notification/request to the PDP which then 

checks whether users with those credentials 

are entitled to perform the given operation. FI-

WARE brings alternative implementations of 

the API proxy, namely Wilma, API Umbrella 

and CoatRack, all of them compatible with Key-

rock or any third party product implementing 

OpenID Connect, OAuth2 and XACML standards. 

Keyrock also implements Policy Administration 

Point (PAP) and Policy Management Point (PMP) 

standard XACML functions.

2.3

DATA VALUE CREATION BUILDING BLOCKS

Loose coupling of participants is a fundamen-

tal principle in Data Spaces. Data providers and 

consumers do not necessarily know about each 

other. Therefore, it becomes essential to incor-

porate Building Blocks enabling the management 

of data resources as true assets with a business 

value. Assets which can be published, discovered 

and, eventually, traded. This way boosting the 
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creation of multi-side markets where innovative 

services can be created.

FIWARE Business Application Ecosystem 

(BAE) components enable creation of Market-

place services which participants in Data Spac-

es can rely on for publishing their offerings 

around data assets they own. Different types of 

data assets can be defined via plugins but three 

kinds of standard data asset types are support-

ed by default, namely static data files, right-

time data resources provided via NGSI-LD at 

well defined endpoints, and data processing 

services, which typically have associated well 

defined endpoints for providing input data 

and publish results, both in right-time, using 

NGSI-LD. Marketplace services are accessible 

through a portal or via APIs. Users, either end 

users through the portal or applications via 

APIs, of the Marketplace service can perform 

the following main actions:

 • define new data asset types via plug-ins;

 •  register offerings around defined data asset 

types which typically means providing de-

scription of the asset, data models behind, 

endpoints (URLs) through with the data asset 

will be accessible and, very important, terms 

and conditions defined around the data asset, 

including SLAs, legal clauses, access control 

policies users of the asset have to comply with 

and associated pricing schema, which may be 

based on:

 • Free access (open data): user pay no money;

 • One-time payments: users pay only once;

 •  Recurring payments: users pay periodically 

(monthly, yearly, etc) for getting access to 

some data. In addition, users will be able to 

cancel the subscription, but they won’t be 

able to access data anymore;

 •  Usage payment: users pay per use. Their 

payments are based on the amount of in-

formation consumed.

 •  ability to navigate and search/discover exist-

ing offerings based on selected criteria.

Following is the list of backend components 

and APIs associated to the FIWARE BAE Market-

place:

 •  Backend implementing standard TM Forum 

APIs supporting configuration of the market-

place:

 • Catalog Management API

 • Product Ordering Management API

 • Product Inventory Management API

 • Party Management API

 • Customer Management API

 • Billing Management API

 • Usage Management API

 • Rating, Charging, and Billing backend;

 • Revenue Settlement and Sharing System;

 •  Authentication, API Orchestrator, and Web 

portal.

Figure 9 shows the FIWARE Data Marketplace 

portal deployed and configured for the i4Trust 

project.

FIWARE also comprise components for pub-

lication of data resources linked to data assets 

around which offerings are managed through 

the FIWARE Data Marketplace. For this pur-

pose, we have the Idra publication platform 

and an extended version of the CKAN open data 

platform, which is an open data publication 

platform widely adopted in the market. These 

extensions support enhanced data manage-

ment capabilities and integration with FIWARE 

technologies including NGSI. In particular, data 
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publication and discovery features provided by 

CKAN have been enhanced with the following 

features:

 •  Right-time (near real time) time data pub-

lication - thanks to this extension, CKAN is 

not limited to list data resources linked to 

static files as part of its catalogue but also 

data resources linked to NGSI-LD requests 

served by Context Broker components de-

ployed in a Data Space. This brings the abili-

ty to discover data resources relying on DCAT 

capabilities publication platforms support;

 •  Identity Management, Authentication and Ac-

cess Control functions based on Keyrock com-

ponents - therefore supporting OpenId Con-

nect, OAuth2 and XACML standards adopted 

at overall Data Space level;

 •  Publication of priced data resources - thanks 

to this extension, it is possible to mark data 

resources listed as part of the catalogue as 

linked to offerings visible in the Data Mar-

ketplace. Users can therefore click on those 

data resources and navigate to the Market-

place to proceed with the acquisition of ac-

cess rights;

 •  Enhanced Data Visualization - thanks to this 

extension WireCloud (Configurable Dash-

boards component) to create adaptive and in-

cremental data visualization. This way, farm-

ers (sellers) can decide the way they want their 

data to be shown.

Figure 9 - FIWARE Data Marketplace portal
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3 Towards development of European Data Spaces

3.1

ALIGNMENT WITH CONNECTING 
EUROPE FACILITY (CEF) PROGRAM

The Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) Dig-

ital programme, created as part of the CEF 

Telecom program, is aimed at pursuing real 

improvements in daily life for citizens, busi-

nesses (including SMEs) and administrations 

through the deployment of solid trans-Eu-

ropean Digital Service Infrastructures (DSIs) 

based on mature technical and organisation-

al Building Blocks which can be used by any 

public or private organisation. CEF Digital fo-

cuses on providing operational services which 

are ready to be deployed out-of-the-box and 

which will be both sustainable and maintained 

over the long term. Both legal texts that ar-

ticulate the CEF Telecom programme - the 

CEF Regulation and CEF Telecom Guidelines 

- repeatedly recognise the contribution of the 

programme to the achievement of the Digital 

Single Market. As an ongoing task, it is in-

tended that the use and processing of data at 

all levels is improved thanks to deployment 

of CEF DSIs (based on CEF Digital Building 

Blocks) and that this will enable the creation 

of solutions that are replicable across member 

states and interoperable cross-frontier. This 

initiative will effectively support the comple-

tion and sustainability of an internal Digital 

Single Market that will enhance the compet-

itiveness of the European Economy and will 

push European society forward.

The European Commission (EC) has formal-

ly adopted FIWARE Context Broker technology 

as CEF Building Block within their Digital CEF 

(Connecting Europe Facility) Building Blocks 

program. On the other hand, the FIWARE Key-

rock component has been successfully inte-

grated with the eID CEF Building Block, which 

brings the means for electronically identify-

ing users (organizations or individuals) from 

all across Europe. Last but not least, FIWARE 

incorporates components that help to define, 

by configuration without coding, what con-

crete logs on Context Broker transactions (e.g., 

updates, queries, notifications, etc) to store 

into blockchains or distributed ledgers. Such 

components will support integration with the 

European Blockchain Service Infrastructure 

(EBSI), incorporated as part of the CEF Building 

Blocks in 2019.

This means that the proposed vision for 

Data Spaces will bring as benefit a strong 

alignment with the CEF Digital vision and 

strategy when it comes to the European Un-

ion.
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3.2

MATERIALIZING EUROPEAN DATA SPACES

In February 2020, the European Commis-

sion announced the European Strategy for Data, 

aiming at creating a single market for data to be 

shared and exchanged across sectors efficiently 

and securely within the EU. Behind this endeav-

our stands the Commission’s goal to get ahead 

with the European data economy in a way that 

fits European values of self-determination, pri-

vacy, and fair competition. For this to achieve, 

the rules of accessing and using data must be 

fair, clear and practicable. This is especially im-

portant as the European data economy continues 

to grow rapidly – from 301 billion euros (2,4 % 

of GDP) in 2018 to an estimated 829 billion euros 

(5,8 % of GDP) by 2025.

The centrepiece of the European Data Strat-

egy is the concept of “Data Spaces”, for which 

the Commission defined nine initial domains, 

all driven by sector-specific requirements. Ac-

tually, the Commission promotes the devel-

opment of European Data Spaces for strategic 

economic sectors and public-interest domains, 

starting with the following nine: industrial 

(manufacturing), green deal, mobility, health, 

financial, energy, agriculture, public adminis-

tration, and skills.

While Data Spaces stimulate higher availabil-

ity of data pools, technical tools, and infrastruc-

ture addressing domain-specific challenges and 

legislations, the EU Strategy for Data acknowl-

edges that these Data Spaces should be intercon-

nected and that this challenge requires specific 

attention. But Europe doesn’t need to start from 

scratch – data sharing and exchange within spe-

cific domains and sectors is already happening in 

existing initiatives. However, each of these ini-

tiatives follows its own approach, and therefore 

they are not always interoperable.

Just like other technology infrastructures 

(e.g. the internet), Data Spaces basically are 

sector-agnostic, with many requirements and 

functions being similar or even identical across 

different sectors and Data Spaces. Therefore, 

creating the basis for Data Spaces primarily is not 

so much a technological challenge, as there are 

plenty of technical solutions and standards avail-

able. The main challenge towards interoperable 

Data Spaces is to agree on open standard-based 

Building Blocks and design principles that are ac-

cepted by all participants. While making it work 

in pilot applications, proof of concepts, and living 

labs is relatively easy, the real challenge lies in 

the convergence of interoperability to new norms 

and allowing for mass adoption and scalability. 

Alignment with the CEF (Connecting Europe Fa-

cility) Digital program would be highly desirable, 

since this program is precisely devoted to bring 

the Building Blocks for creating Digital Service 

Infrastructures in Europe.

On the other hand, GAIA-X is aimed at creat-

ing a federated form of data infrastructure in Eu-

rope which strengthens the ability to both access 

and share data securely and confidently. Since its 

creation, the initiative has raised a lot of aware-
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ness because of the opportunity it brings to join 

forces and, leveraging existing assets, accelerate 

delivery of solutions to the market.

As explained earlier, IDSA is providing sev-

eral architecture elements which are necessary 

to create Data Spaces with trust and data sover-

eignty being some of the most important ones. 

These are necessary but not sufficient to create 

real living Data Spaces which are accepted and 

adapted on the market. Standard API’s, standard 

data models as well as marketplace functionali-

ties are also necessary and this is where the core 

strength of the FIWARE ecosystems lies. The 

complementarities of both initiatives regarding 

technology Building Blocks is illustrated in Fig-

ure 10. As the FIWARE Context Broker technology 

was adopted in 2019 as one of the Building Blocks 

of the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) program 

and has proven to integrate smoothly with other 

relevant CEF Building Blocks for the creation of 

Data Spaces (e.g., eIDAS, EBSI) this would bring 

an opportunity of alignment with this impor-

tant program. As a result, the close partnership 

between FIWARE and IDSA is guaranteeing the 

aligned contribution of both ecosystems to the 

success of Data Spaces based on GAIA-X.

*  Labeling of a building block with the IDSA logo 

means that IDSA has produced or is working on 

specifications. In some cases, specifications are 

in an early stage. Labeling with the FIWARE logo 

means that the FIWARE Community has produced 

Open Source implementations of components and, 

eventually, is driving standardization activities. 

When both logos are present, an opportunity of 

collaboration has been identified linked to evolution 

of the specifications following an Open Source 

implementation approach.

Figure 10 - IDSA and FIWARE positioning to create Data Spaces*
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Conclusions

Conclusions

F IWARE brings the essential Building 

Blocks helping to create Data Spaces ena-

bling access and share of data in an effec-

tive and trustworthy manner. The Open Source 

nature of FIWARE technologies foster creation 

of these Data Spaces as federated infrastructures 

where multiple providers can be involved and 

not just a few players. FIWARE is bringing today 

mature technologies, compatible with IDS and 

CEF Building Blocks, that may accelerate the de-

livery of Data Spaces to the market and the ma-

terialization of initiatives like GAIA-X in Europe. 

In addition the FIWARE ecosystem has proven 

the ability to create standards which are ac-

cepted and adapted in the meantime on a global 

scale. Actually, solution providers and end users 

in the Americas, in Africa, in India or in Asia are 

building their smart solutions based on FIWARE 

standards and technologies. Relying on FIWARE, 

there is the same potential to create solutions 

and to define standards for Data Spaces which 

can be adopted also on a global scale.
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